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Abstract— the purpose of this study was to investigate the predictability of traits personality towards authentic leadership madrasah principal and also to examine the relation of five factors of personality with dimensions of their authentic leadership. Participants for this study consisted of madrasah principal of madrasah aliyah at Tasikmalaya Regency. This study found that traits-personality made significant contributions to authentic leadership. Moreover, it was determined that two of five factors of personality, conscientiousness and openness to experience were predictors for authentic leadership dimensions of madrasah principal.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The assumption that Islamic education institution cannot compete with the others which caused by the condition most of the institution still used traditional management and only seen as an option is no more longer valid (Muhaemin, 2012). More parents are now entrusted their child education to Islamic School with the evidence shows the full-booked seats in almost all government and private Islamic school. Through Islamic institution, the society wish their kids to have the internalization of Islamic values in the daily lives and hereafter. This is sufficient to prove that Islamic institution still plays important role in the society. Government Regulation No 55 in 2007 about Religion Education contributes in giving a good chance of Islamic education development.

Some upper secondary of Islamic schools (madrasah) in Tasikmalaya are no more longer becoming the second option, hence they are the best option for both societies from regional and outside the city. The city of 'santri' (Muslim students) is becoming the city trademark and it is related with its existence and outside the city. The city of 'santri' (Muslim students) is no more longer becoming the second option, hence they are the best option for both societies from regional and outside the city. Therefore, the madrasah leadership requires a leader to be authentic, a leader who must be honest to himself (May, Chan, Hodges, & Avolio, 2003). Meaning, it is possessed the harmony between the behavior and trust. To be the authentic leader, George (2003) shows a statement, “To become authentic, each of us has to develop our own leadership style, consistent with our personality and character”. That to be authentic, each of us must develop our own leadership style, according to the personality and our character. If we are not consistent with what are from ourselves, how it can be possible to be a true leader. The authentic leaders are consistent and show the unity of mind-attitude-action. Developing the authentic leadership in an organization teaching the value system and in the turbulence situation is very prominent (Cooper et al, 2005). The spirituality and spiritual identity are the core of authentic leadership (Klenke, 2007).

The authentic leadership firmly stands on the personality. Person becomes an important variable in realizing the authentic leadership behavior. The personality is an individual characteristic inherent in a person and is stable over time. The personality concept is explained by the personality theory which is a branch of psychology. This concept reflects a paradigm shift in the field of psychology such as personality characteristics and individual differences, including work behavior (McCrae & Costa, 1992). The personality characteristics that are often used in various studies related to the one’s work behavior is The Big Five Personality, which divides the personality characteristics into five dimensions, namely Openness to experience, Conscientiousness, Extraversion, Agreeableness, and Neuroticism (OCEAN).

The leaders with "O" Personality is a personality characterized by imaginative, ingenious, fondness of variety, curiosity, creativity, innovative, having a free and original thinking, and artistic characteristics; vice versa when the openness to experience characteristic is low or closed to experience, it tends to be a person who is not innovative, fondness of something routine, practical, and tending to be closed. McAdams & Pals (2006) explain that a person with "O" personality characteristic has a high intellectual so he or she has innovation and ingenuity in solving problems. The leader with authentic behavior has a personality characteristic of openness...
Leadership Personality:
- Openness to experience
- Conscientiousness
- Extraversion
- Agreeableness
- Neuroticism

Authentic Leadership Behavior:
- Self-awareness
- Unbiased processing
- Authentic behavior/action
- Relational authenticity

The leaders with conscientiousness personality characteristic or "C" personality is the figure of hardworking, disciplined, reliable, organized, meticulous and detailed, and tending to be diligent (Rustiarini, 2013). A person with this personality characteristic has a strong motivation to achieve success (Zimmerman, 2008), and has a task-oriented behavior (Ashton & Lee, 2007), McGregor (1954) calls this as the Y theory. Instead a careless, lazy, disorganized, and unreliable person, McGregor (1954) refers it as an X human or X Theory; he or she is a leader with a low level of conscientiousness personality. Leaders with hard-working personality characteristic has great potential for the growth of authentic leadership by taking into account the authentic leadership characteristics, that is self-discipline.

An extraversion personality or the "E" personality characteristic highly tends to be talkative, energetic, enthusiastic, assertive and sure, friendly, and sociable (Rustiarini, 2013). Leaders with extraversion characteristic shows a tendency to spend a lot of time in social situations and expresses positive emotions (Judge et al., 2002), he or she is a jaunty and creator of the atmosphere. Meanwhile, leaders with low extraversion personality characteristic has quiet, shy, difficult to get along, and not overly excited personalities. Barrick et al. (1993) finds that this personality characteristic has a strong influence on the individual performance. Leaders with extraversion personality are someone who can potentially take into account the authenticity characteristics from the relationship. (Komariah, 2012).

Leaders with a personality characteristic of agreeableness or high "A" personality can work together in a team working, be trustworthy, caring, kind, helpful, unselfish, forgiving, and does not like to quarrel with others. In contrast, individuals with low agreeableness like find others’ fault, fondness of disagreement, indifferent, disrespectful, and selfish. (Rustiarini, 2013).

Leaders with a personality characteristic of neuroticism or "N" personality is negative as indicated by such characteristics like often feeling depressed, full of tension and anxiety, easily gloomy and sad, easily agitated and depressed, and tending to have unstable emotions. Leaders should have low "N" personality with emotional stability, good ability to handle stress, not easily upset, quiet despite being in a stressful situation, and not easily stressed. (Rustiarini, 2013)

Referring to the descriptions above, the questions posed in this study is whether the leader's personality effects on the authentic leadership behavior? Thus, this study aims to demonstrate empirically the influence of leaders’ personality independently to the authentic leadership behavior. The relationship pattern between the personality variables on the authentic leadership behavior in this study is shown in Figure 1.

This study is a field study using quantitative methods, using questionnaires of a five scale-model as a means of collecting data on 77 Headmasters taken randomly. The statistical calculation for data analysis is performed by using regression analysis to determine the leader's personality to the authentic leadership behavior with SPSS.
It is important for the headmasters to know the nature of their personality to be a self-evaluation tool for the implementation of authentic leadership. The Big Five Personality becomes reinforcement for the realization of authentic leadership by the extraversion which is expressed by the warmth, positive emotion, assertiveness, and gregariousness (friendship) of headmasters in taking decisions and the leadership attitudes. Openness to experience is a person required to become an authentic leader. The authenticity can take place and continue to run as the headmasters are open to new experiences, they are man of ideas and activity (action) expressed with full aesthetics and not lack of from the touch feeling. Zhou (2001) and Woodman (1993) state that one of the personality characteristics related to the individual’s creative performance the organization is openness to experience. Be careful does not mean not brave and be a coward, Conscientiousness personality is related to the caution as the ideal person and not pragmatic, he is a fighter for the achievement (achievement striving) that does not just work and gives the minimum result as the implementation of duty, obeys to the consensus quality (dutifulness), has consistent endurance in working (self-discipline), clear consideration (Deliberation), and competence. A madrassa’s leader is a person who maintains 3S (smiles, greet, greeting) as a person who Agreeableness (friendly) who the depth of his heart is an altruism / trait kindness (generosity).

There is a positive and significant effect the leader’s personality characteristic with the authentic leadership. Shamir and Eilam (2005) state that the development of authentic leadership is not only formed by the leader’s brain, but it is measured by real action, feedback and reflection on the conducted behavior effect. The real action, feedback and reflection on the behavior effect are strongly influenced by the spirit and personality. A leader who has a spiritual intelligence is someone who has a high awareness (self-awareness) and authentic Leadership with dimension of self-awareness will give positive effect on the performance of the people they lead. This is due to the core characteristics owned by the leaders such as self-confidence, expectation, optimism, and a tenacious attitude which will affect the work of followers and then effect on the behavior to achieve high performance (Khan, 2010). The research model developed by Avolio et al. (2005) shows that the authentic leaders affect the attitudes, behavior, and performance of followers. The headmasters’ behavior who shows self-awareness will impact on (a) the emergence of the followers’ confidence, (b) the expectation to increase work productivity, (c) the optimism in achieving the planned objectives, and (d) persistence in carrying out the professional duties.

### III. Conclusion

There is a positive effect leader’s personality characteristics to the authentic leadership of madrasah aliyah’s headmasters. The authentic leadership of madrasah aliyah’s headmaster is affected by personality of the leader in terms of openness, conscientiousness, extraversion, agreeableness and emotional stability / neuroticism. If the leader’s personality are high, so the authentic leadership of the headmasters will also get better. Thus, the headmasters of the madrasah aliyah who have leader’s personality characteristic with the authentic leadership will also get better. The Big Five Personality becomes reinforcement for the realization of authentic leadership by the extraversion which is expressed by the warmth, positive emotion, assertiveness, and gregariousness (friendship) of headmasters in taking decisions and the leadership attitudes. Openness to experience is a person required to become an authentic leader. The authenticity can take place and continue to run as the headmasters are open to new experiences, they are man of ideas and activity (action) expressed with full aesthetics and not lack of from the touch feeling. Zhou (2001) and Woodman (1993) state that one of the personality characteristics related to the individual’s creative performance the organization is openness to experience. Be careful does not mean not brave and be a coward, Conscientiousness personality is related to the caution as the ideal person and not pragmatic, he is a fighter for the achievement (achievement striving) that does not just work and gives the minimum result as the implementation of duty, obeys to the consensus quality (dutifulness), has consistent endurance in working (self-discipline), clear consideration (Deliberation), and competence. A madrassa’s leader is a person who maintains 3S (smiles, greet, greeting) as a person who Agreeableness (friendly) who the depth of his heart is an altruism / trait kindness (generosity).

| TABLE I. VARIABLES OF SPIRITUAL INTELLIGENCE, LEADER’S PERSONALITY CHARACTERISTICS AND AUTHENTIC LEADERSHIP OF THE MADRASAH’S HEADMASTERS |
|---------------------------------|-----------------|----------------|-----------------|----------------|
| Dimension                      | Average 1         | SD  | Percentage 1 | Category 1 |
| Openness     | 4.216 | 0.71  | 84.31 | High  |
| Conscientiousness | 3.778 | 0.72  | 75.55 | High  |
| Extroversion | 3.628 | 0.76  | 72.56 | High  |
| Agreeableness | 3.737 | 0.70  | 74.75 | High  |
| Neuroticism   | 1.994 | 0.73  | 19.89 | Low   |
| **Self Awareness** | 4.268 | 0.78  | 85.37 | Very high  |
| **Unbiased processing** | 3.919 | 0.80  | 78.38 | High  |
| **Authentic behavior/action** | 3.824 | 0.84  | 76.49 | High  |
| **Relational authenticity** | 3.729 | 4.86  | 74.58 | High  |

Source: Processing Data, 2015
awareness, processing Unbiased, authentic behavior / action and relational authenticity which comes with full confidence, expectation, optimism, and resilient by the need to improve the ability to hear, interpret, and process negative and positive information objectively before the decision is determined.
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